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In the traditional theory of partial differential equations , the three typical
equations and corresponding typical well-posed problems almost all came from a
few simple physical models . They were established by using the conservation and
variational principle . For example , established the wave equation through the
string vibration model , established the diffusion equation through the conduction
of heat or the pollution in a channel , established the potential equation through
the gravitational . In this paper , we try to break the current mind-set and re-
establish the diffusion equation from the probability perspective . Thus we find
the deep connection between the probabilistic (Random Walk) and deterministic
(The conduction of heat) models .
Also we find that 1
2
∆ is in fact the infinitesimal generator of the Brownian
motion , where ∆ denotes tha Laplace operator . Just because the deep connection
between the Diffusion equation and Brownian motion , most of the probabilistic
and analysis problems can be transformed to each other .
Most of the physics , mechanics and engineering problems can be attributed
to the three typical partial differential equations . The diffusion equation oc-
curs frequently in the fluid dynamics , filtration problems , kinetics chemistry and
population dynamics , especially appears as a model of options in the financial
mathematics . This paper , we transform the celebrated Black-Scholes model into
a diffusion equation , and derive a simple solution .
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